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TENTATIVE ORTHOGRAPHY

9.1 The Korafe phonemes, their allophones,
orthography are listed below.

and a proposed

PHONEME
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9.2 Symbolization of Voiced Obstruents

In the syllable onset slot of a syllable follow-
ing a syllable whose onset is a nasal there is neutral-
ization of contrast between the following pairs of
full phonemes: /b, mb; d, nd; j, n j ; g, ng; g, ng/.

Thus in the word, ['ma^^be ] 'threshold', we
cannot tell whether to write phonemically /mabe/ or
/marabe/. For practical purposes we propose writing
the prenasalized symbols in all instances. Thus
['mai"be

] 'threshold, ['nu^da] 'his would be written
orthographically ' mambe ,

' nunda , etc.

9.3 Problem Areas in the Orthography

Although Korafe has had no official orthography,
Korafe men and women have been writing Korafe for
almost thirty years using an adapted English alphabet.
They have been writing v before i and e and confusing
V and w before a, u and o. We hope the use of one
symbol, v, will be accepted. One of our language
helpers has suggested that the one symbol will allev-
iate the confusion. Korafe writers write one symbol,

g, for /g/ and /g/, the former they term 'hard g' and
the latter 'soft g' . Because of current usage gh may
not be acceptable. The Korafe people have never
written stress and since it has a low functional load,

differentiating only a few minimal pairs, we propose
not writing it^

Tone differentiates only two sets of minimal pairs.

We propose writing two vowels on the two words where
the phonemic high-low glide occurs.
Thus we will write:

/'s^ka/ 'ray fish* as seeka
/'seka/ 'new' as seka
/'k6ri/ 'butterfly' as koori
/'kori/ 'call' as kori

The Korafe people recognize the difference in
sound between these two sets of minimal pairs, but have

not known how to differentiate them in their ortho-
graphy.
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